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Advance Praise: " “In River of Fire, Wilson captures the power, humour, adventure 
and intrigue…. the very essence of adventure on a northern river. Now, more than 
ever, society needs to re-awaken to the life-changing and profound experience that 
is time and travel in the natural and still wild world. In a manner of storytelling 
worthy of Aldo Leopold and John Muir, Hap Wilson’s River of Fire will indeed light 
your soul on fire and into a yearning for still possible wilderness adventure.”  
– Les Stroud aka Survivorman 
 
“Hap Wilson never lets us down….Here we also have a master of the informed wise 
tangent, rich in detail and opinion. Bringing the river trip and tangents together; we 
get a treasure trove of canoe guiding insight and northern knowledge.” 
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– Bob Henderson, author, Every Trail has a Story: Heritage Travel in Canada and 
More Trails, More Tales 
 
Synopsis: New York’s Men’s Journal Magazine hired a studio photographer from 
Brooklyn, a post-master/writer from Thermond West Virginia and two Canadian 
river guides to paddle one of the country’s most dangerous whitewater rivers – the 
Seal in northern Manitoba, for the purpose of publishing the quintessential Canadian 
adventure story. Add to this unlikely melange of characters, the possibility of 
capsizing in freezing water, the threat of polar bears, a midnight sail down Hudson 
Bay and Manitoba’s worst boreal wild fire, this chronicle will carry the reader to the 
extreme edge of exploration. 
 
Author: Hap Wilson is an award winning-artist, author, photographer, guide, 
environmentalist, cartographer and eco trail builder living in Rosseau, Ont. His 
writing has appeared in Canadian Geographic, Explore and Canoe & Kayak. He has 
published a dozen nature and geography related books. His book Voyages-Canada’s 
Heritage Rivers won the Natural Resources Council of America Award for best 
environmental book and the Bill Mason Award for lifetime achievement in River 
Conservation. Wilson, along with his wife Andrea, operate the Cabin Falls EcoLodge 
in Temagami, Ont. 
 
 
Five Questions with Hap Wilson 
 
1. What prompted you to write this book at this point in your life? 

 
I’ve been in the wilderness adventure trade for four decades. Some of my trips stand 
out singularly from others, for various reasons, either through social interactions or 
the excitement of a different landscape. River of Fire captures the essence of a 
peculiar, beautiful yet disturbing expedition and a story that I was compelled to 
write for those reasons. 
 
2. Reflecting back on this expedition, would you have done anything differently? 
 
Had I the knowledge and experience dealing with particular personalities suffering 
from Social Dysfunctional Disorder or similar, I may have been better able to either 
organize the makeup of the expedition team differently, or deal with abhorrent 
disruptive traits from a more professional and perhaps sympathetic basis. 
 
3. Have you visited this area again? 
 
I have been back to the Seal River in 2004, ten years later, under very different 
environmental conditions and water levels. As well, I have traveled much of 
Northern Manitoba, from the Saskatchewan border, east through the Thlewiaze and 
Caribou River watersheds – just north of the Seal. 



 
4. What do you hope readers will take away from reading your book? 
 
Many people outside of the adventure trade, including budding neophyte wilderness 
guides, have a rather partial view of this vocation. There is a romantic but edgy side 
to guiding that requires astute psychological consciousness, not just acquired hard 
skills. River of Fire demonstrates the multi-dimensional role that a professional 
canoe guide plays to ensure the safety of both clients and to him or herself. 
 
5. How did this expedition impact you as a guide? As a writer?  As a human? 
 
As a now seasoned guide, I learned a lot from this particular adventure. First of all, 
through traveling in a much different and sometimes hostile environment; and the 
knowledge acquired by reading various personalities under duress. As a writer – 
this is my first venture away from guidebook and short-story writing; it did give me 
the opportunity to utilize field notes, journals and maps that would otherwise be left 
in a file box, and to relate one, singular expedition. As a human, this story impacted 
me deeply; one reason I took so long to write it, because of the tenuous situation 
near the end of the trip. Having nearly taken the “law into my own hands”, the 
reality of coming so close to ending another human being’s life, still, weighs heavy 
on my soul. 
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